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Symbols 
Reading Comprehension 

 

Directions: Read the following information and answer the questions. 
 

 

 
 

 

 Adam is an interior designer, who helps clients decorate their homes and offices. He recently located 

various symbols on the internet for a potential customer. 

 

Questions: 

1. Describe the symbols in a brief summary. (3 sentences) 

    There are sailing ships, as well as steamers and a modern yacht. Some of the marine symbols include anchors 

and tools for sailing, like a sextant and lantern.  Other items are a buoy, steering wheel, and seagulls. 

2. What is the central idea or theme of the symbols? (1 sentence, use “because”) 

 The theme is sailing because of the many tools and marine equipment. 

3. What are three good uses for these designs in a family home?  (3 sentences) 

 One occasion is for a child’s room with an ocean theme. The designs could also be used in a room painted blue, 

like the water. Finally, they could be used as decorations for a beach house. 

4. In the second row, third from the left are two buildings. What are they, and why do you think Adam 

included them in the group? (2 sentences) 

 Giving the marine theme, the buildings may be boathouses for small vessels or storing equipment. Adam may 

have included them since sailors sometimes need them once they reach land. 

5. Would you characterize Adam’s collection as historic or modern? Explain. (2 sentences) 

 The collection is more historic, since it includes older sailing vessels. The older technology like spyglasses and 

a lantern shows it is mostly an antique collection of images. 

6. Adam’s next client prefers sports symbols for inspiration on her gym’s walls. Help Adam with his search 

by recommending six symbols for him to find. (2 sentences) 

 Adam could find images of people cycling up large mountains, marathon runners, or Olympic swimmers. He 

might also like images of happy people jumping on a trampoline, weightlifters lifting heavy weights, or 

baseball players making great plays. 
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Name ___________ 

Date ___________ 
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